PREPARING YOUR STUDENT FOR THE BUS

Bus Routes
Our bus routes are in the process of being created and once completed, they will be posted on the website and listed in the local newspaper. Please be sure to check the bus route times periodically as pick-up and drop-off times may change due to route adjustments.

It is important to be at the bus stop 10 minutes before your estimated pick-up time. This will ensure that your child does not miss the bus. While pick-up times remain the same each day, they may vary on occasion based on student attendance and weather conditions. There are often questions related to drop-off times as well. All parents/guardians should be prepared at the release of school.

Students who ride the mini bus need to be prepared as well. These smaller transportation vehicles will wait no more than 3 minutes. Parents cannot tell the bus to wait for their child as it will cause extreme delays in the route and potentially could make other students late for school.

One Pick/Drop Off Address
It is important to remember that only ONE address is allowed for transportation. Students may only ride their assigned bus each day.

Dead End Roads
School vehicles cannot travel down these roads as it is unsafe to back up with students on the vehicles. Cul-de-Sacs must have a large enough area to make a successful turn in for a bus to access the road.

Private Property
School vehicles can only travel on public roads and cannot enter private property. Examples of this include mobile home parks and apartment complexes.

Students need be standing at the bus stop in line when the bus arrives. Waiting in the house or in cars is an unsafe practice and it delays the boarding time and route for all students.

Our goal is to transport students to school in a safe, efficient, and effective manner each day. By working together, we can make this happen.